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Quality Has No Finish Line........
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Pacer  Auto  Products  Pty  Ltd  has  been  supplying  the  automotive,  aviation  and  marine  industries  in  Australia  with 
high-quality, professional grade, specialty finishing, cleaning and detailing products since 1996. Today, we are still the 
exclusive Australian Distributor for Malco and Presta and we manufacture our own range of products.

Pacer Auto Products Pty Ltd services these industries with over 250 of Malco, Presta and Pacer specially formulated 
solutions.

Product  categories  include  degreasers,  car  washes,  wheel  cleaners,  tyre  dressings,  compounds,  polishes  and  waxes, 
ceramic coating, interior cleaners, marine and much more.

No matter which product you choose, Pacer Auto Products Pty Ltd offers professional detailers and enthusiasts a wide 
selection  of  products  that  meet  environmental  demands,  performance  expectations,  ease  of  use  requirements  and 
deliver superior value.

This is why Pacer Auto Products Pty Ltd is your most trusted automotive, aviation and marine detailing supplier.

At Pacer Auto Products Pty Ltd we believe that

From interior to exterior cleaning, and all areas in 
between, Pacer Auto Products has solutions to fit 
each of your unique detailing needs. 
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Malco Aero Thunder All Purpose Cleaner

Malco Iron Blaster Fallout Remover

Malco Duplex Heavy Duty Cleaning Wipes

Available: Aerosol (126319)

Available: 3.78L (117601)

Available: 650ml (266222) and 3.78L (266201) 

Available: 130 Count (2900130)

Available: 5L (MUL5)and 20L (MUL20)

Available: 5L (SRIP5)and 20L (SRIP20)

                 

Malco Outrageous Orange All Purpose Cleaner Concentrate

Pacer Multiclean Plus Full Strength Biodegradable Cleaner

Pacer Supa-Rip Universal Cleaner & Degreaser
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Outrageous  Orange  is  a powerful,  all purpose  cleaner,  ideal  for  both  interior  and  exterior  use. It cleans with
the  power  of  natural  solvents  and d-limonene.  Can be  used on engines,  concrete  floors,  vinyl,  plastic,  tyres 
and wheels. Dilution rate up to 1:30. Phosphate Free, Water Based and Body Shop Safe.

Aero  Thunder  All  Purpose  Cleaner  is  an aerosol  that  removes a variety of soils  from both hard and soft 
surfaces. This premium, aluminium safe formula is an ideal upholstery cleaner, carpet cleaner, whitewall cleaner
and engine  cleaner  removing  heavy  grease  and grime.  Aero  Thunder  can  even be  used  on painted  surfaces. 
Body Shop Safe.

Iron Blaster Fallout Remover is an iron remover that rids automotive surfaces of stubborn iron contaminants. 
This  iron  fallout  remover  is  safe  to  use  on  all  OEM  paints  and  is  designed  to  dissolve  the  toughest 
contaminants.  The  pH-neutral  formula  breaks  down rail  dust,  industrial  fallout  and  stuck  on  iron  deposits, 
blasting away contamination with ease to restore vehicle paint to a bright finish. Safe to use on glass and can 
also remove brake dust from coated wheels. Water Based, Phosphate Free and Body Shop Safe.

Duplex  Heavy  Duty  Cleaning  Wipes  are  a  versatile,  lanolin based, dual  sided  cleaning  towel.  Designed  
for  the  toughest soils  on  hard  surfaces  and  hands.  This  citrus  based  formula  tackles  virtually  any  clean  up  
challenge  without  leaving  residue  behind.  Duplex  removes  grease,  grime,  oil,  tar  and  ink.  Water  Based, 
Phosphate Free, Ammonia Free and Body Shop Safe.

Pacer  Multiclean  Plus  is  a  powerful  alkaline  based  biodegradable  cleaner  and  degreaser  designed  to 
remove dirt  and grime from most  types  of  surfaces.  Used to clean vinyl,  upholstery,  floor  mats,  door jambs,
wheels, engines, exhaust deposits and also floors, concrete, stoves, benches, showers and toilets.

Pacer  Supa-Rip  is  a  super  duty  concentrated  alkaline  cleaner  formulated to clean everything from engine to 
auto interiors. It is also suitable for the cleaning of concrete floors and other areas around the workshop and 
the home. The most economical way to deal with multiple cleaning jobs.
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Presta Ultra Wash & Wax

Available: 1.89L (119364)

Available: 946ml (136732) 

Malco CW-37 Premium Car & Truck Wash Concentrate

EPIC Hydropsheet Graphene Wash and Wax

Available: 946ml (260932) and 3.78L (260901)

Available: 3.78L (105701)

Malco Verry Berry Premium Wash 'N Wax

Available: 1.89L (107164)

Malco Ultra-Violet Premium Wash 'N Wax
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CW-37  is  a  phosphate-free,  biodegradable  cleaner  that  removes  dirt,  road  film,  and salt quickly,
efficiently  and  thoroughly  in  automatic,  semi-automatic  and  hand  car  washes.  CW-37 is formulated to
prevent brush marks and is a high foaming cherry scented formula that is excellent for foam cannons and will
not remove wax. Dilution  rate  1:400. Water Based and Body Shop Safe.

Verry Berry Wash 'N Wax cleans and shines in one fast, easy step. Advanced cleaning agents and waxes work 
together,  foaming  like  a  liquid  car  wash  to  remove  soils  and  leave  a  durable,  rich  shine  on  automotive  and 
marine surfaces. A water sheeting protective silicone layer provides a spot-free finish that lasts through several 
washings . Great  wild  berry  scent.  Dilution  rate  1:128.  Water  Based  and  Phosphate  Free.

Ultra-Violet  Premium  Wash  'N  Wax  cleans  and  provides  a  durable,  high  gloss shine  in  one  fast  and  
easy  step.  Advanced  cleaning  agents  and  waxes  work together to remove the toughest soils and leaves a 
long  lasting  shine.  This  protective  coating  beads  water  way  and  is  compatible  with  a  foam  gun  or  cannon. 
Produces thick, rich suds with a  pleasant grape scent. Dilution rate1:20. Water Based and Phosphate Free.
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EPIC  Hydropsheet  +  Ceramic  Wash  &  Wax  with  Graphene  is  a  low-foaming, high sheeting, quick drying
wash &  wax  that  utilizes  advanced  cleaning  agents  to  remove  soils  while  unique  drying  agents  allow  
water  to  sheet  off  the vehicle during  the  rinsing  process  and  provide  a spot-free  finish.  Si02  sealant  and
silicone  wax  enhanced  by  graphene,  create  a  hydrophobic  barrier  for  increased  surface  protection 
of up to 60 days, while  leaving  a  rich,  long  lasting  lustrous  shine.  Ideal  for  revitalizing  ceramic  and 
graphene coated surfaces.

Ultra  Wash  &  Wax  foams  like  a  liquid  car  wash,  makes  water  sheet  and  roll  off  the finish  and  leaves  a  
"just-waxed"  look  that  lasts  through  several  car  washings.  Great  wild  berry  scent.  Dilution  rate  1:128.  
Water  Based  and  PhosphateFree.



Malco TC-303 Acid Aluminium Truck Brightener

Pacer Grape Wash Car and Truck Wash

Available: 5L (GX5) and 20L (GX20)

Available: 18.9L (113005)

CAR WASH COMPARISON  
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TC-303 is a blend of mineral acids, solvents and surfactants that removes oxidation, soot, road film, water scale
and mineral deposits from aluminium and stainless steel, tractor-trailers and tankers. Dilution rate 1:20. Water
Based and Body Shop Safe.

Pacer Grape Wash is a premium car and truck wash that enhances finish and gloss on all paint types. Ideal 
for hand car washing and maintaining vehicles between waxings. Biodegradable and environmentally friendly.

Malco CW-37       Yes          Pink                Cherry                1:400                N/A

EPIC Hydrosheet + Ceramic
Wash & Wax with Graphene

 
Malco Verry Berry
Wash 'N Wax 
Malco Ultra-Violet 
Wash 'N Wax 

Presta Ultra Wash & Wax

Malco TC-303 Acid Aluminium 
Truck Brightener

Pacer Grape Wash

SHEETING vs
BEADING

BODY SHOP
SAFE

  COLOUR DILUTION  SCENTPRODUCT

        No   Grey               No Scent         1:128     Sheeting  
       
       
        No   Red             Wild Berry         1:128     Sheeting  
       
                No   Purple             Grape         1:20      Beading  
       
               No   Red             Wild Berry         1:128     Sheeting  
       
               Yes  Orange            Acidic         1:20         N/A  
       
               Yes   Crimson            Mild          1:20          N/A  

       
       



Malco Fast Shot Wheel & Tire Cleaner Non-Acid Formula

Presta Non-Acid Tire & Wheel Cleaner

Available: 3.78L (188001)

Pacer Mag Wheel Cleaner

Available: 5L (MUL5)and 20L (MUL20)

Available: 5L (SRIP5)and 20L (SRIP20)

Available: 5L (MWC5) and 20L (MWC20)

Pacer Multiclean Plus Full Strength Biodegradable Cleaner

Pacer Supa-Rip Universal Cleaner & Degreaser

6         WHEEL AND TYRE CLEANERS 
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Fast  Shot  Wheel  &  Tire  Cleaner  is  a  powerful,  ready  to  use,  non-acid  wheel cleaner  that removes baked 
on brake dust, film and dirt from coated aluminium and alloy wheels and cleans tyres at the same time. Water 
Based, Phosphate Free, Ammonia Free and Body Shop Safe.

Pacer  Mag  Wheel  Cleaner  is  a  powerful  blend  of  acids  and  detergents formulated to remove all 
brake  dust,  road  film,  oxidation  and  dirt  from  older  mag  wheels  and  aluminium.  DO  NOT  use  on  clear 
coated,  anodized,  chrome, painted plastic or any other kind of coated surfaces.  For use on alloy,  aluminium 
and magnesium only.

Pacer  Supa-Rip  is  a  super  duty  concentrated  alkaline  cleaner  formulated to clean everything from engine to 
auto interiors. It is also suitable for the cleaning of concrete floors and other areas around the workshop and 
the home. The most economical way to deal with multiple cleaning jobs.

The powerful  cleaners  in  Non-Acid  Tire  & Wheel  Cleaner  make cleaning  tyres  and wheels  easier,  faster  and
safer.  Burned-on  brake  pad  dust,  grease,  oil  and  dirt are quickly dissolved leaving wheels bright and shiny.  
Water Based, Phosphate Free and Body Shop Safe.

Available: 650ml (135622)

Pacer  Multiclean  Plus  is  a  powerful  alkaline  based  biodegradable  cleaner  and  degreaser  designed  to 
remove  dirt  and  grime  from most  types  of  surfaces.  Use  to clean  vinyl,  upholstery,  floor  mats,  door jambs,
wheels, engines, exhaust deposits and also floors, concrete, stoves, benches, showers and toilets.



Malco Surface Prep Adhesion Promoter & Cleaner

Malco A & L Cosmoline Remover

Malco Bug-Off Insect Remover

Pacer Tar & Wax Remover

Presta Scuff Stuff Surface Prep

Available: 3kg (131730)

Available: 946ml (120132)

Available: 946ml (116832)

Available: 3.78L (107801) and 18.9L (107805)

Available: 650ml (134822)

Available: 5L (TWR5)  and 20L (TWR20)

Pacer Tar & Wax Remover removes tar deposits, road film and wax from painted and chrome finish surfaces.

Bug-Off  Insect  Remover  is  a  specialty  cleaner  for  bug  removal  that  easily  removes  squashed  bugs  from 
windshields, hoods, bumpers and grills. This bug remover is the perfect pre-wash, it is designed to loosen dried
bugs faster and easier than conventional cleaners. It is safe to use on paint, glass, metal and plastic surfaces. 
Body Shop Safe.

Presta Tar & Bug Remover

Tar & Bug Remover makes removing debris from windshields, hoods, bumpers and grills fast and easy. This 
ready to use formula will not damage paint, glass, metal or plastic surfaces. Body Shop Safe.
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Surface  Prep  Adhesion  Promoter  and  Cleaner  improves  paint  adhesion  by  cleaning  and  etching  existing 
coatings on the repaint and paint surface and blend areas. This surface preparation solution cleans thoroughly 
and rinses away completely, reducing work time and leaving panels ready to paint. Use it to ensure outstanding 
adhesion  in  hard  to  ready  areas,  such  as  around  door  locks,  gaskets  and  seals,  under  trim  and  on  
urethan bumpers.  Water Based and Body Shop Safe.

Scuff  Stuff  is  a  high-performance  scuffing  agent  that  enhances  paint  adhesion  by ensuring cleanliness and 
consistent surface profiling. As an industry trusted product for cleaning and abrading plastic bumpers as well 
as preparing blend and  hard  to  reach  areas, Scuff  Stuff  offers  superior  workability  and  rinses  off easily and 
cleanly with water. Water Based and Body Shop Safe.

A & L Cosmoline  Remover  will  quickly  and easily  remove  petroleum based  transit  coatings  and cosmoline 
from vehicles. This solvent based formula is safe to use on any painted surface and is ideal for preparing new 
vehicles for sale. It will not soften, dull or discolour finishes, as it is safe to use on any painted surface. A & L 
is easy to use and is ideal for adhesive removal. Body Shop Safe.



Malco Glass Cleaner Concentrate

Malco Water Spot Remover

Malco Foaming Glass Cleaner

Malco Super Concentrated Glass Cleaner

Available: 3.78L (198801)

Available: 3.78L (105501)

Available: 591ml (113420)

Available: Aerosol (105520)

Available: 650ml (136522)

Glass Cleaner Concentrate quickly and easily cuts through dirt, grease, grime and oily films on glass and other 
hard, shiny  surfaces.  The  powerful  formula  dissolves  road  film,  bugs  and  haze  without  leaving  streaks  or 
deposits. Body Shop Safe.

Presta Nano Glass Cleaner

Water  Spot  Remover (Pumice Cleaner)  cleans  hard  water  spots,  paint  overspray  and  mineral  deposits  
from  glass,  chrome, stainless steel, tile and porcelain and leaves behind a lustrous, streak-free shine. Ammonia
Free and Body Shop Safe.

Nano  Glass  Cleaner  is  a  ready  to  use  formula  that  penetrates  pores  and  powers  away  dirt  and  grime for  
a  deep  clean.  Use  on  glass,  mirrors,  chrome,  stainless  steel,  porcelain  and  ceramic  tiles  for  a 
sparkling, streak free finish. Ammonia Free and Body Shop Safe.

8                                                  GLASS CLEANERS
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Super Concentrated Glass Cleaner is an ammonia free formula that quickly and easily cuts through dirt, grease, 
grime and oily films on glass and other hard, shiny surfaces for a streak free clean. Body Shop Safe.

Foaming  Glass  Cleaner  is  an  ammonia  fortified,  foaming  glass  cleaner  for  glass,  chrome  and  stainless  steel 
that cleans and shines. This heavy duty glass cleaner utilizes special foaming action to remove dirt, grime, road 
film, haze  and  smoke  film  without  hazing  or  streaking.  Can even be used to clean and shine appliances. 
NOT  recommended  for  use  on  aftermarket  tinted windows. Body Shop Safe.



Presta Ammonia Free Glass Cleaner

Pacer Window Cleaner Streak Free Formula

Available: 5L (WC5) and 20L (WC20)

Available: 5L (WCA5) and 20L (WCA20)

Available: Aerosol (132920)

GLASS CLEANERS                         9
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Pacer Window Cleaner Ammonia Free Formula

Ammonia  Free  Glass  Cleaner  is  a  premium  formulation  designed  to  remove  oily  films  and  dirt  from 
automotive,  shop  and  home  glass,  chrome,  porcelain,  tile  and  most  other  hard  surfaces.  The  hard  working 
foam clings to surfaces and works immediately. Body Shop Safe.

Window Cleaner Ammonia Free Formula is designed for  use on tinted windows. It removes dirt,  grime and 
road film without hazing or streaking. Can be used to clean and shine glass, mirrors, stainless steel, chrome and
trim.  Ideal of automotive, commerical and domestic use.

Window  Cleaner  removes  dirt,  grime  and  road  film  without  hazing  or  streaking.  It  can  be  used  to  clean 
and  shine  glass,  mirrors,  stainless  steel,  chrome  and  trim.  Ideal  for  automotive,  commercial  and 
domestic use.



Malco Blue Blazes All Purpose Premium Dressing

Available: 3.78L (118001)

Available: 650ml (104322)

Available: 473ml (199816)

Available: 3.78L (112701)

EPIC Revive Nu Trim & Cladding Restorer

Malco Tire Nu Silicone Free Dressing

Available: Aerosol (132620)

Blue Blazes is a ready to use, solvent based dressing for use on tyres, rubbers, plastic, vinyl and leather  surfaces  
of  vehicle  interiors  and  exteriors.  This  high  gloss  formula  not  only  beautifies surfaces to make them look like
new, but also protects them from drying, cracking and fading. Pleasant melon scent.

PB-2 beautifies and protects rubber, leather, plastic and vinyl. It can be used on interior and exterior automotive
surfaces. This quality dressing provides a rich, lustrous gloss while helping to prevent drying, fading, hardening 
and cracking.  Use PB-2 to seal  surfaces and prevent  loss  of  plasticizers  and surface oxidation caused by UV 
light exposure.

Revive Nu provides a long lasting satin finish to most OEM and ABS types of moulding, trim,  cladding  and  
other  automotive  plastic.  Rather than  depositing  a  black  paint  or  dye  like  other  trim  restoration 
solutions, this trim restorer penetrates the material's surface, renewing the overall appearance. Provides up to 
1 year of protection even with frequent washing.

Tire  Nu  Silicone  Free  Dressing  shines  and  protects  interior  and  exterior  rubber,  vinyl,  plastic  and leather 
surfaces.  Tire Nu is  the ideal  tyre dressing,  it  goes on quickly and leaves  a  deep,  lustrous shine  in seconds. 
BodyShop Safe.

Rubber Treatment is a premium, non silicone, solvent based dressing that produces a rich gloss on mouldings, 
plastic, vinyl, rubber and tyres. This aerosol makes dressing tyres and hard to reach areas fast and easy. Body 
Shop Safe.

Presta Rubber Treatment Dressing

Malco Appeal Super Concentrated Dressing

Malco PB-2 Multi Purpose Silicone Dressing

Available: 650ml (127222)

10           EXTERIOR AND INTERIOR DRESSINGS
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Appeal Super Concentrated Dressing is a water based formula that protects and beautifies interior and exterior 
surfaces. Vari-Glos technology allows you to choose matte, semi gloss or wet shine look. Appeal produces a 
durable non greasy gloss with a pleasant banana scent. This durable emulsion dressing allows you to shine tyres
with unprecedented ease andconvenience and is the logical dressing of choice for an economical interior and 
exterior solution.



Available: 473ml (129516)

Available: 5L (RALL5) and 20L (RALL20)

Pacer Protectall Blue Silicone Tyre Shine

Available: 5L (PANB5) and 20L (PANB20)

Pacer Super Gloss Silicone Tyre Shine

Available: 5L (SG5) and 20L (SG20)

Pacer Painters Delight NON Silicone Interior/Exterior Dressing

Available: 5L (TDNS5) and 20L (TDNS20)

Malco Wipe on Gel Tyre Dressing

Pacer Restorall provides protection against fading, cracking and ageing while restoring most vinyl and leather 
surfaces. Ideal for plastics, vinyl, rubber and leather. Leaves behind a rich natural sheen. Ideal for dashboards, 
door panels, visors, vinyl linings and floor mats.

Pacer Restorall Interior Dressing
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This easy to use, wipe on formula keeps the dressing on the tyre and minimises the potential  for  messy  sling.  
It  dries  quickly  and  leaves  a  high  gloss  shine  on  all  rubber  and  plastic  surfaces.  Its  superior  water 
repellent  properties make it great for bumpers, exterior trim and mouldings.

Pacer Protectall Blue produces a deep lustrous shine. It is a unique long lasting silicone coating  which  contains
a  special  revitaliser  for  rubber.  It  penetrates  and  bonds  to  the surface, resisting against the damaging effects
of  water  and  dirt.  It  also  helps  reduce  the  drying  and  cracking  of  rubber.  Ideal  for  tyres,  bumpers,  exterior 
plastics and trim.

Pacer Super Gloss produces a deep lustrous shine. It penetrates and bonds to the surface,  resisting  against  the
 damaging effects  of  water  and dirt.  Ideal  for  tyres, bumpers, exterior plastics and trim.

Pacer  Painters  Delight  is  specially  designed  for  use  in  paint  and  panel  shops  where silicone causes finishing
problems. Ideal for tyres, rubber and plastic surfaces. Suitable for interior and exterior use. Body Shop Safe.



Presta ReNuLite UV Curable Headlight Sealant

Presta ReNuLite UV Curable Headlight Sealant

UV Light Assembly with Stand

*  600 grit sandpaper, 2 *  1500 grit sandpaper, 1
*  2000 grit sandpaper, 1 *  Headlight Lens Drier, 1
*  Headlight Lens Sealant 15ml, 1 *  Coralite Sponge, 1
*  Tray, 1

Available: Single Kit (136059)

Presta Headlight Lens Drier

Available: 237ml (138608)

Available: Aerosol (137306)

Available: 15ml (139603)

Available: Lamp with Stand (890203) and UV Replacement Bulb (890204)

Presta ReNuLite Single Use Wipe-On Kit

Presta ReNuLite Wipe-On Kit

Available: Kit (136057)

12                               HEADLIGHT  RESTORATION
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Presta's  Wipe-On Headlight  lens  restoration kit  will  restore  20 faded and yellowed headlights  to  a  like  new  
appearance.  Sealant  is  UV  curable  and  provides  maximum  protection  for  long  lasting clarity.  Kit to restore
20 headlights include:
*  Presta ReNuLite UV Curable Wipe On Sealant 15ml, 10
*  Presta Lens Drier 236ml, 1 *  Corolite sponge 2 pack, 5
*  600 Grit Sand Paper, 20 *  1500 Grit Sand Paper, 10
*  2000 Grit Sand Paper, 10 *  1.5" roll of masking tape, 1
*  Plastic Dripping tray, 10 *  Vinyl Gloves, 10  

Designed to cure Headlight Sealant in 8 to 10 minutes. Sturdy tripod base adjusts from 23" to 48". Variable 
mounting bracket enables the light to be adjusted to the angle of the  headlight. Includes a U shaped, LED bulb
with 10,000 hour bulb life.

This  easy  to  apply  formula  helps  protect  restored  headlights  against  future  discoloration.  Cures  quickly  in 
sunlight or by UV light. Each bottle can do two headlights.

Headlight  Lens  Drier  creates  a  dry  and  dust-free  lens  to  complete  the  lens  preparation  process  and  
ensure proper sealant adhesion. Simply spray and wipe thoroughly with a clean, lint-free towel.

Headlight  Sealant  is  a  proven,  advanced  formula  containing  UV  inhibitors  that  protects  restored 
headlight lenses against future discoloration for up to 3 years. Easy to apply formula that provides a streak free 
finish. Cures quickly with sunlight or UV light. Body Shop Safe.



OR

EPIC Heavy Duty Compound

EPIC Medium Duty Compound

EPIC Finishing Polish

Available: Kit (800213)

EPIC  Paint  Correction  Kit  contains  everything  you  need  to  do  a  complete  paint  correction  in less steps, 
less effort and achieve a brilliant finish! Kit includes:
*  Heavy Duty Compound 473ml, 1 *  Medium Duty Compound 473ml, 1
*  Finishing Polish 473ml, 1 *  Purple Foamed Wool Pad 6.25", 1
*  Grey Foam Heavy Duty Pad 6.5", 1 *  Orange Foam Medium Duty Pad 6.5", 1
*  Black Foam Polishing Pad 6.5", 1 *  Foam Pad Conditioning Brush, 1
*  Ultra Soft Edgeless Microfibre Cloths, 5

EPIC Hydropsheet Graphene Wash and Wax

Available: 946ml (260932) and 3.78L (260901)

EPIC Paint Correction Kit
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Available: 236ml (109008), 473ml (109016) and 946ml (109032)

Available: 236ml (109108), 473ml (109116) and 946ml (109132)

Available: 236ml (109208), 473ml (109216) and 946ml (109232)
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EPIC Heavy Duty Compound is a buffing compound that removes up to P1500 sand scratches and polishes to 
a beautiful gloss finish in one easy step using an orbital polisher. EPIC Heavy Duty Compound removes severe 
surface  defects  on  areas  exposed  to  heavy  road  contamination,  like  the  front  end  of  vehicles.  Contains  NO 
waxes, fillers or silicones. Water Based, Dust Free Formula and Body Shop Safe.

EPIC  Medium Duty  Compound  is  a  buffing  compound  that  removes  up  to  P2500  grit  sand  scratches  and 
polishes to a beautiful gloss finish in one easy step using an orbital polisher. EPIC Medium Duty Compound is 
designed for medium correction and is capable of correcting most minor flaws, such as car wash swirls, snow 
brush scratches and oxidation. Contains NO waxes, fillers or silicones. Water Based, Dust Free Formula and 
Body Shop Safe.

EPIC Finishing Polish is  a  polishing compound,  used with an orbital  polisher  for  light  correction or  a  final 
showroom  gloss  after  EPIC  Heavy  Duty  Compound  or  EPIC  Medium  Duty  Compound.  Capable  of 
correcting  most  minor  flaws  this  product  finishes  in  one  step  producing  a  remarkable  finish.  Contains  NO 
waxes, fillers or silicones. Water Based, Dust Free Formula and Body Shop Safe.

EPIC  Hydropsheet  +  Ceramic  Wash  &  Wax  with  Graphene  is  a  low-foaming  wash &  wax  that  utilizes  
advanced  cleaning  agents  to  remove  soils  while  unique  drying  agents  allow  water  to  sheet  off  the vehicle 
during  the  rinsing  process  and provide  a spot-free  finish.  Si02  sealant  and  silicone  wax  enhanced  by  
graphene,  create  a hydrophobic  barrier  for  increased  surface  protection  of  up  to  60  days,  while leaving 
a  rich,  long  lasting  lustrous  shine.  This  high  sheeting,  quick  dry  formula  makes  washing  more  efficient  and
revitalises ceramic and graphene coated surfaces.



EPIC Ceramic Coating Starter Kit

Available: Kit (800215)

EPIC Pro + Ceramic Coating with Graphene 

Available: Kit (109375)

EPIC CR2 Hydro Protect Ceramic Spray

Available: 473ml (109416) and 3.78L (109401)

EPIC Ceramic Refresher

Available: 473ml (109816)

EPIC Ceramic  Refresher  is  designed  to  complement  the  EPIC Ceramic  Coating  System.  This  easy  to  apply 
spray helps maintain the protective properties and the gloss of the ceramic coating. Refresher can also be used 
as a standalone protectant producing up to 6 months protection.

EPIC CR2 Hydro Protect Ceramic Spray is a spray on SiO2 ceramic coating booster designed to shine, protect
and beautify a vehicle. This long lasting ceramic spray absorbs UV rays, adds gloss and easily sheets off water. 
As the final component of the EPIC Ceramic System, CR2 can be used to boost an existing ceramic coating or
as a stand alone ceramic spray the provides up to 6 months of durability.
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EPIC  Ceramic  Coating  Starter  Kit  is  designed  for  the  ultimate  finish.  The  specially  formulated  coating  
provides  2 years  of  protection,  preventing  dirt,  water  spots  and  contaminants  from adhering to 
paint,  prolonging the life and ease of cleaning for any vehicle.  Each Kit contains:
*  EPIC Ceramic Coating 30ml, 1 *  EPIC Prep Wash Concentrate 237ml, 1
*  EPIC Final Prep 473ml, 1 *  Applicator Pad
*  Suede Applicator Cloths *  Ultra Soft Edgeless Microfibre Towel

EPIC Pro Ceramic Coating System 

Available: Kit (109330)

EPIC Pro Ceramic Coating securely bonds with vehicle clear coat, creating a durable hydrophobic barrier that 
protects  the  surface  from  harmful  contaminants.  This  specially  designed  clear  coating  when professional 
installed, provides  3  years  of surface protection, a ceramic coating hardness up to 9H and one of the industry's
 highest gloss finishes.
Kit contains:
*  EPIC Pro Ceramic Coating 30ml *  Applicator pad
*  Suede applicator Cloths *  Application Instructions

EPIC Pro + Ceramic Coating with Graphene is a specially formulated coating that offers a superior high gloss 
finish,  abrasion  resistance  and  enhanced  UV protection.  This  special  formulation,  enhanced  with  graphene 
and  a  ceramic  coating  hardness  up  to  10H,  bonds  with  the  clear  coat  to  create  a  high  level  of  
hydrophobicity  that  prevents  dirt,  water  spots  and  other  contaminants  from  adhering  to  paint.  When 
professionally installed will provide your vehicle with the ultimate "wet" look and 4 years of protection.
Kit contains:
*  EPIC Pro + Ceramic Coating with Graphene *  Applicator pad
*  Suede applicator Cloths *  Application Instructions



Available in 650ml Tigger  bottles - (CODE:109416)
3.78L bottles (CODE:109401)

EPIC Revive Nu Trim & Cladding Restorer

Available: 473ml (199816)

EPIC Leather Coat Interior Protective Creme

Available: 3.78ml (260601)

EPIC Fabric Coat Interior Protective Spray

Available: 3.78ml (260701)
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Revive  Nu  provides  a  long  lasting  satin  finish  to  most  OEM  and  ABS  types  of  moulding,  trim,  
cladding  and  other  automotive  plastic.  Rather  than  depositing  a  black  paint  or  dye  like  other  trim  
restoration  solutions,  this  trim  restorer  penetrates  the  material's  surface,  renewing  the  overall appearance. 
Provides 1 year of protection.

EPIC Leather Coat is a specialised vinyl and leather protectant and cleaner that forms a protective barrier to 
resist  staining,  clothing  colour  transfer  and  sun  damage.  This  versatile  leather  cleaner  and  protectant  can  be 
used  on  cars,  boats,  RVs,  shoes  and  even  home  furniture.  EPIC  Leather  Coat  protects  leather  and  vinyl 
against  oil  and  water  based  stains  including  ball  point  pen  ink,  tomato  sauce  and  wine  and  allows  for  easier 
cleanup of contamination. This leather scented formula contains UV inhibitors and forms a protective barrier 
and produces a satin gloss finish.

EPIC Fabric Coat offers durable protection from stains and spills created by liquids on cloth seats and carpet. 
Fabric Coat is a simple spray on formula that coats and bonds to individual fibers and creates a hydrophobic 
barrier to stop fluids from penetrating the surface. Once applied, water and other liquids will roll off or sit on 
top  of  fabric  surfaces,  preventing  staining  and  keep  your  seats  looking  fresh.  It  also  allows  for  enhanced 
cleanability and soil release, giving you more time to clean the spill. Can be applied to virtually all cloth seats, 
carpets and cloth door inserts.



Malco Tru-Grit Heavy Duty Compound

Available: 946ml (120032) and 3.78L (120001)

Available: 946ml (127632) and 3.78L (127601)

Malco Super-Duty Heavy Cut Compound

EPIC Heavy Duty Compound

EPIC Medium Duty Compound
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EPIC Heavy Duty Compound is a buffing compound that removes up to P1500 sand scratches and polishes to 
a beautiful gloss finish in one easy step using an orbital polisher. EPIC Heavy Duty Compound removes severe 
surface  defects  on  areas  exposed  to  heavy  road  contamination,  like  the  front  end  of  vehicles.  Contains  NO 
waxes, fillers or silicones. Water Based, Dust Free Formula and Body Shop Safe.

EPIC  Medium Duty  Compound  is  a  buffing  compound  that  removes  up  to  P2500  grit  sand  scratches  and 
polishes to a beautiful gloss finish in one easy step using an orbital polisher. EPIC Medium Duty Compound is 
designed for medium correction and is capable of correcting most minor flaws, such as car wash swirls, snow 
brush scratches and oxidation. Contains NO waxes, fillers or silicones. Water Based, Dust Free Formula and 
Body Shop Safe.

Tru-Grit  Heavy  Duty  Compound  is  a  versative  buffing  compound  for  automotive  paint  correction. 
Designed  with  special  abrasives  that  provide  the  broadest  buffing  capability  of  all  Malco's 
compounds, this buffing compound removes 1000-grit and finer sand scratches from both fully cured and 24 
hour  old  high solids  and standard clears.  Tru-Grit is your best  choice  for  removing paint  defects,  oxidation 
and  environmental damage from painted surfaces. Contains NO waxes, fillers or silicones. Water Based and 
Body Shop Safe.

Super-Duty  is  a  verstaile  cutting  compound  designed  to  remove  heavy  sand  scratches  and  oxidation  from 
both  clear  coat  painted  and  gel  coat  surfaces.  It  will  easily  remove  P1500  grit  and  finer  sand scratches. 
When used with a 100% wool pad, Super Duty Compound works fast and leaves a high  gloss  finish  on  any
automotive,  marine  or  industrial  coating.  Contains  NO  waxes,  fillers  or silicones. Water Based and  Body 
Shop Safe.



Presta Super Cut Compound

Available: 946ml (134532) and 3.78L (134501)

Presta Gel Coat Compound

Available: 946ml (138532) and 3.78L (138501)

Presta Ultra Cutting Creme 

Available: 946ml (131932), 3.78L (131901) and 3kg (131905)

Presta 2 Step Cutting Compound

Available: 946ml (139332)

Presta Ultra Cutting Creme Light 
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Super  Cut  Compound  is  an  aggressive  cutting  compound  designed  to  remove  heavy  sand  scratches and 
oxidation from gel coated surfaces, marbleized surfaces and some paints. Super Cut works fast and leaves a 
high  gloss  finish  and  will  easily  remove  P800  grit  and  finer  sand  scratches.  Contains  NO  waxes,  fillers  or 
silicones.  Water Based and Body Shop Safe.

Gel  Coat  Compound  is  an  easy  to  use  and  easy  to  clean  up  formula  that  significantly  reduces 
manufacturing  and  buffing  time.  It  removes  P1000  or  finer  sand  scratches  and  medium  to  light oxidation 
on  fibreglass,  gel  coat  and  painted  surfaces.  Gel  Coat  Compound  quickly  leaves  a  deep  high  gloss  finish. 
Contains NO waxes, fillers or silicones. Water Based and Body Shop Safe.

Ultra  Cutting  Creme  is  an  aggressive  compound  developed  to  remove  P1500  grit  and  finer  sand scratches  
from  soft  and  aged  paint  and  produces  a  high  gloss  finish.  This  advanced  formula makes  compounding  
ultra-high  solid clears  fast  and  easy.  It  is  also  the  ideal  choice  for  detailing  severely  weathered  and  
oxidized finishes. Ultra Cutting Creme will also be effective on gel-coat surfaces. Contains NO waxes, fillers or 
silicones. Water Based and Body Shop Safe.

2  Step  Compound  is  a  fast  cutting  compound  designed  to  simplify  the  buffing  process, saving you 
time  and  money  while  delivering  unparalleled  results.  Start  with  the  advanced  Ultra  2  Step  Cutting  
Compound  to  remove  P1200  grit  and  finer sand  scratches  from  both  new  and  aged  paint.  The  Ultra  
2  Step  Compound  has  been  designed  to  work effectively  with  both  wool  and  foam  pads  and  over  a  
wide range  of  buffing  speeds.  Complete  the  process  by  following  with  Presta  Ultra  2  Step  Finishing  
Polish. Contains NO waxes, fillers or silicones. Water Based and Body Shop Safe.

Available: 946ml (133432)  and 3.78L (133401)

Ultra  Cutting  Creme  Light  is  a  mildly  abrasive  compound  designed  to  remove  P2000  grit  or  finer  sand 
scratches  from  any  paint  surface,  from  soft,  freshly  painted  to  fully  cured.  Ultra  Cutting Creme Light 
minimises  swirls and produces  a high  gloss finish. Contains NO waxes, fillers or silicones. Water Based and 
Body Shop Safe.
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Malco Nanocare Polishing Creme

Available: 946ml (128332) and 3.78L (128301)

Available: 946ml (130232)

Presta Ultra Polish

Presta Ultra 2 Step Finishing Polish

EPIC Finishing Polish

Available: 946ml (139432)

Available: 946ml (133532)

EPIC Finishing  Polish  is  a  polishing  compound,  used  with  an  orbital  polisher  for  light  correction  or  a  final 
showroom  gloss  after  EPIC  Heavy  Duty  Compound  or  EPIC  Medium  Duty  Compound.  Capable  of 
correcting  most  minor  flaws  this  product  finishes  in  one  step  producing  a  remarkable  finish.  Contains  NO 
waxes, fillers or silicones. Water Based, Dust Free Formula and Body Shop Safe.

Presta Aurora Hand Glaze
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Malco Metal Polish

Available: 473ml (123016)

Available: 236ml (109208), 473ml (109216) and 946ml (109232)

September 2023

Ultra  Polish  works  best  when  machine  applied.  This  cleaner/polish  removes  minor  surface imperfections  
and  oxidation  from  new  and  aged  automotive  paint  and  marine  gel  coats.  Ultra  Polish  creates  an 
extremely  high  gloss  finish  that  won't  wash  away  and  works  best  after  compounding.  Contains NO 
waxes, fillers or silicones. Water Based and Body Shop Safe.

Ultra 2 Step Finishing Polish is an advanced all in one polish and swirl remover. Designed for use  on  both  
new  and  aged  clear  coat  paint  surfaces.  Ultra 2 Step Polish significantly reduces buffing time when used 
after  Ultra  2 Step Cutting Compound.  This  advanced  formula  creates  a  rich,  deep  gloss  and  swirl  free 
finish in a single step. Contains NO waxes, fillers or silicones. Water Based and Body Shop Safe.

Nanocare Polishing Creme is a one step polish, specially formulated with nano technology for  darker coloured 
vehicles.  Reach  a  glass-like  finish  on  any  paint  colour.  This  one  step  polish  features  easy-on / easy-off 
application, either by machine or hand. Use it  to restore a deep gloss to aged, oxidized and environmentally 
damaged vehicle surfaces. Water Based

Malco  Metal  Polish  uses  micro-abrasives  to  remove  surface  oxidation  and  oily  stains from even the softest
metals.  Safe  for  use  on  chrome,  aluminium,  stainelss  steel,  brass,  copper  and  other  metals.  This  metal  
polish  compound  slows  dulling  and  inhibits corrosion,  keeping  metalwork  dazzling.  Will  not  scratch  or  
damage even  the  softest metals.

Aurora Hand Glaze is a breathable, easy-on / easy-off hand or machine applied finishing glaze  designed  to  
enhance  the  beauty  of  both  old  and  newly  painted  surfaces.  Is  is  specially formulated  to  produce  a  
protective,  glass-like  finish  on  all  acrylic  enamels,  acrylic  lacquers,  urethanes  and  base  coat/clear  coat 
finishes. Contains NO Silicone. Body Shop Safe.

3.12 in 



Available: 946ml (190232)

Malco Swirl Remover

Presta Chroma Swirl Remover

Malco Accelerate - All In One Polish and Protection

Available: 946ml (261032)

Malco Rejuvenator One Step Paint Restoration

Available: 946ml (111732) and 3.78L (111701)

Malco Plum Crazy Hand Glaze

Plum  Crazy  is  a  premium,  silicone  free  hand  glaze  formulated  to  produce  dazzling,  high gloss shines on 
automotive finishes, especially clear coat following polishing. This versatile formula can be applied by hand or 
machine and removes minor scratches and swirl marks. Contains NO waxes or silicones. Body Shop Safe.

Available: 946ml (114732)
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Available: 946ml (190232)

Malco  Swirl  Remover  removes  swirls  from  both  fresh  and  cured  painted  surfaces  and produces  a  clean,  
high-gloss  finish  that  doesn't  wash  away.  Use  this  unique  formula  to remove  swirls  from  car  washes  and  
other  micro  marring.  Contains  NO  waxes,  fillers  or silicones. Water Based and Body Shop Safe.

Presta  Swirl  Remover  is  designed  to  remove  swirls  from  both  fresh  and  cured  paint surfaces  while  
leaving  a  high  gloss  finish.  If  swirls  are  heavy  and /  or  cured,  the  best results are achieved by compounding,
polishing and then using swirl remover. Containts  NO waxes, fillers or silicones. Body Shop Safe.

Malco  Accelerate  is  a  one  step  polishing  compound,  designed  to  remove  light  to medium paint defects 
and  to  leave  behind  a  protective  layer.  This  polishing  compound  quickly  and  easily  removes  swirls, 
imperfections and light scratches, producing a deep, glossy finish. Formulated for a long working window and 
dust  free  application,  Accelerate  can  be  applied  with  an  orbital,  rotary  or  by  hand  and  is  compatible  with  a 
variety  of  foam  pads  and  microfibre  applicators.  Easy  removal  of  this  polishing  compound  allows  for  full 
vehicle application before wiping off.  Water Based.

Malco  Rejuvenator  is  a  car  paint  restoration  polish  that  quickly  and  easily  restores  aged,  oxidized  or 
environmentally damaged automotive paint. This one step automotive paint  compound  and  glaze  is  ideal  for  
single  stage  paint  correction.  It  removes  scratches, leaving behind a beautiful, glossy surface and a protective, 
high performance polymer film. Water Based

3.12 in 

0.43 in 



Available: 946ml (197732) and 3.78L (197701)

Malco Banana Creme Wax

Malco Cherry Flash Liquid Paste Wax

Available: Aerosol (124820), 946ml (124832) and 3.78L (124801)

Malco Flash Liquid Paste Wax

Available: 946ml (114432) and 1.89L (114464)

Malco Imperial Paste Wax

Available: 369gm Tin (114014)
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Malco Nano Care Banana Creme Wax is a wax made with a unique blend of resins and silicones to deliver a 
rich,  deep  gloss  and  UV  protection.  Banana  Creme  Wax  is  the  fast  and  easy  way  to  add  long  lasting  
protection  to  both  automotive  and  marine  finishes. Can be applied and removed easily by hand or with an 
orbital  buffer.  This  banana  scented  formula  provides  up  to  9  months  of superior  surface  protection.  Water 
Based.

Cherry Flash Liquid Paste Wax is a sprayable, liquid wax containing natural Carnauba wax to deliver a deep, 
lasting gloss. This easy to apply, spray on wax dries quickly and comes off easily. Apply it by orbital buffer or 
by hand,  as  its  liqueified  formula  allows  for  either  method.  This  premium  liquid  paste  wax  is  non 
dusting, will not white out plastic and provides up to 2 months of protection. Water Based.

Flash Liquid Paste Wax features a liquified Carnauba paste wax that applies easily and dries quickly. This non 
dusting formula can be applied by hand  or  machine  and  provides  a  deep,  long  lasting  gloss  and  up  to
2 months of protection.

Imperial Paste Wax is made with pure Carnauba wax and delivers a rich, deep gloss. It contains no abrasives 
and  provides  up  to  12  months  of  superior  surface  protection  to  all  finishes,  including  clear  coat,  gelcoat, 
fibreglass and any other non porous, painted surface and is great for dark coloured vehicles.



Available: Kit (800215)

Malco Nano Care Spray Wax

Available: 650ml (128022) and 3.78L (128001)

Malco Showroom Shine Spray Wax

Available: 650ml (110422) and 3.78L (110401)

Malco Nano Care Cleaner Wax

Available: 946ml (128832)

Presta Best Wax

Available: 473ml (130516)

Nano Care Spray Wax is an all in one liquid car wax and dressing that produces a long lasting shine on interior 
and exterior surfaces, utilizing nano technology. Use this advanced liquid wax on vinyl, leather,  glass,  plastic  
and  all  painted  surfaces,  as  it  will  not  white  out  plastics.  Pleasant  grape  fragrance  and  up  to  2  months 
protection. Water Based.
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Showroom  Shine  Spray  Wax  is  a  premium  surface  enhancer  that  removes  dirt  and  fingerprints  from  any 
non  porous,  painted  surfaces,  metal  and  glass,  leaving  behind  an  attractive  shine.  Use  Showroom  Shine  to 
quickly  remove  dust,  smudges  and  fingerprints  from  auto  finishes  and  lenghten  the  time  between  washes. 
Showroom Shine also works as a lubricant for clay and clay alternatives and can be buffed or polished onto the 
vehicle surface. Water Based

Nano  Care  Cleaner  Wax  is  fast  and  easy  way  to  restore  great  gloss  and  protection  to  aged  and oxidized 
finishes.  It  provides  long  lasting  protection  against  acid  rain,  detergent  washings,  industrial  fallout  and  the 
harsh environment.  Great  for  removing  tar,  grease,  grime,  bird  droppings,  tree  sap,  glue  lines  and  
environmental contaiminants. Water Based.

Best Wax is a premium wax designed to enhance and create dazzling gloss on automotive and marine finishes. 
This Carnauba wax based silicone formula seals and protects cured paint against environment damage for 60 -
90 days. This long lasting formula will  shield paint from industrial fallout, acid rain, rail  dust, bird droppings,
tree sap and most kinds of chemical attack. Can be applied by hand or polisher. Water Based.



BLACK - HEAVY CUT                                                      REMOVES HEAVY TO MEDIUM SAND SCRATCHES

FOAM - 9" DOUBLE SIDED QUIK CONNECT     890088FD

100% WOOL - 9" SINGLE SIDED  890141

100% WOOL - 9" DOUBLE SIDED SCREW ON           810073

100% WOOL - 9' DOUBLE SIDED QUIK CONNECT           890082WDP

FOAM WAFFLE - 8.5" SINGLE SIDED           890171

100% WOOL - 3" SINGLE SIDED PACK OF 3           890116

BLENDED WOOL - 9" SINGLE SIDED          890142

BLENDED WOOL - 9" DOUBLE SIDED SCREW ON          810074

FOAM - 9" DOUBLE SIDED QUIK CONNECT          890089FD

FOAM NON CCS - 8.5" SINGLE SIDED          890154

FOAM CCS - 8.5" SINGLE SIDED          890136

WHITE - HEAVY CUT                                                     REMOVES HEAVY TO MEDIUM SAND SCRATCHES

GREEN - LIGHT CUT / POLISH                                     REMOVES LIGHT SAND SCRATCHES

YELLOW - MEDIUM CUT                                                 REMOVES MEDIUM TO LIGHT SAND SCRATCHES

GREY - POLISH / FINISH             POLISHING & SWIRL REMOVAL

BLENDED WOOL - 9" SINGLE SIDED                            890143

BLENDED WOOL - 9" DOUBLE SIDED QUIK CONNECT            890085WDP

FOAM - 9" DOUBLE SIDED QUIK CONNECT                890090FD

FOAM NON CCS - 8.5" SINGLE SIDED   890156

 FOAM WAFFLE - 8.5" SINGLE SIDED   890172

100% WOOL - 9" SINGLE SIDED     890146

BLACK & WHITE - HEAVY CUT                                  REMOVES HEAVY TO MEDIUM SAND SCRATCHES

ROTARY BUFFING PADS
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BLENDED WOOL - 9" SINGLE SIDED  890144

BLENDED WOOL - 9" DOUBLE SIDED QUIK CONNECT           890086WDP 

FOAM - 9" DOUBLE SIDED QUIK CONNECT           890091FD

FOAM NON CCS - 8.5" SINGLE SIDED           890145

FOAM CCS - 8.5" SINGLE SIDED           890138

FOAM - 6" DOUBLE SIDED SCREW ON                     810119

BLUE - SOFT POLISH                                                                     FINE POLISHING & SWIRL REMOVAL

WHITE - SUPER SOFT POLISH                         FINE POLISHING & GLAZING

EPIC® PURPLE FOAMED WOOL HEAVY DUTY PAD

EPIC® GREY FOAM HEAVY DUTY PAD

RECOMMENDED FOR HARD CLEARS REMOVES 
1500 TO HEAVY SAND SCRATCHES

RECOMMENDED FOR SOFT CLEARS REMOVES 
1500 TO HEAVY SAND SCRATCHES

3" - 840014
(Pk of 4)

 WOOL - SINGLE SIDED HOOK & LOOP           6.25" - 840004     5.25" - 840008

 FOAM - SINGLE SIDED HOOK & LOOP           6.25" - 840001     5.25" - 840005 3" - 840011
(Pk of 4)

EPIC® ORANGE FOAM MEDIUM DUTY PAD        REMOVES 2500 TO LIGHT SAND SCRATCHES

(Pk of 4)
3" - 840012

 FOAM - SINGLE SIDED HOOK & LOOP           6.25" - 840002     5.25" - 840006

EPIC® BLACK FOAM POLISHING PAD         FOR FINE POLISHING & SWIRL REMOVING

 (Pk of 4)
 3" - 840013

FOAM - SINGLE SIDED HOOK & LOOP           6.25" - 840003     5.25" - 840007

7” Yellow Foam Backing Plate 810116       
Rigid  Backing Plate 810129
3" Drill Adapter Backing Plate 810163
Double-Sided Screw-On Adapter     810097MM 
Quik Connect Adapter 890099PP

PAINT CORRECTION SYSTEM ORBITAL PADS

BACKING PLATES AND ADAPTERS

FOAM - 9" DOUBLE SIDED QUIK CONNECT                   890092FD

FOAM NON CCS - 8.5" SINGLE SIDED           890155
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Malco Carpet & Upholstery Cleaner Concentrate

Available: 3.78ml (101801)

Available: Aerosol (101720))

Available: 3.78ml (260701)

Malco Carpet & Upholsery Cleaner Aerosol

EPIC Fabric Coat Interior Protective Spray

Malco Instant out Spot and Stain Remover

Malco Oxy Carpet & Upholstery Cleaner

Available: 3.78ml (127801)

Available: Aerosol (126419)
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Carpet & Upholstery Cleaner Concentrate is a hand applied fabric cleaner designed to remove ground in soils 
and stains from automotive carpet and upholstery. NOT for use with extraction machines. Water Based and 
Body Shop Safe.

Carpet  &  Upholstery  Cleaner  features  a  rich  foaming  formula,  for  use  on  all  carpet  and  upholstery,  that 
dissolves soils and stains easily and dries quickly. This cleaner spray for upholstery makes removing soils from 
carpet  and  seat  bottoms  fast  and  easy,  as  it  features  an  inverted  nozzle  for  vertical  applications.  Use  this 
foaming, all fabric cleaner without the worry of leaving behind an oily film. Body Shop Safe.

EPIC  Fabric  Coat  for  cloth  seats  and  carpets,  offers  durable  protection  from  stains  and  spills created by 
liquids. Simple spray on formula that coats and bonds to individual fibres. Creates a hydrophobic  barrier  to  
stop  fluids  from  penetrating  the  surface.  Once  applied,  water  and  other liquids  will  roll  off  or  sit  on  top  
of  fabric  surfaces,  preventing  staining.  Water  Based  and  Body Shop Safe.

Instant Out Spot & Stain Remover is a fast acting highly effective spot remover for oil and water based stains. 
High foaming with no rubbing or scrubbing required. Effective on ink, grease, oil, cola,  coffee, pet stains, shoe 
polish and lipstick. Body Shop Safe.

Oxy  Carpet  &  Upholstery  Cleaner  is  a  peroxide  based  fabric  cleaner.  This  powerful,  ready  to  use  formula  
quickly  cuts  through  dye  and  tannin  related  soils  such  as  those  from  coffee,  juice  or  some  foods.  It  dries  
quickly, leaves no residue and does not leave water marks on spot fabric seats.  Water Based and Body Shop 
Safe.

3.26 in 



Malco Spray Carpet & Upholsery Cleaner RTU

Available: 650ml (101716))

Malco Xtrax Liquid Fabric Cleaner & Deodorizer

Pacer Fabric Cleaning Solution

Available: 5L (FCS5) and 20L (FCS20)
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Spray Upholstery, Fabric & Carpet Cleaner lifts and dissolves soils and stains for complete cleaning of synthetic
and natural  fibre  carpet  and upholstery.  Convenient  ready  to  use  formula  leaves  behind a  fresh,  clean  scent. 
Body Shop Safe.

Available: 3.78ml (118701)

Xtrax  is  designed  for  use  in  any  brand  of  hot  or  cold  extraction  machines.  This  low  foam,  concentrated 
formula  leaves  no  oily  film  that  can  attract  dirt  and  speed  re-soiling.  Xtrax  leaves  carpet  and  upholstery 
clean, soft and smelling fresh.  Water Based and Body Shop Safe.

Pacer Fabric Cleaning Solution is a low foam carpet and upholstery shampoo designed for  extraction  cleaning
machines.  Fabric  Cleaning  Solution  loosens  both  clinging surface soils and deep ground-in dirt. Can also 
be used as a spot cleaner.

4.24 in 



Available: 3.78L (100101)

Available: 650ml (134922)

Presta Leather & Vinyl Cleaner

Malco Clean & Shine Interior Cleaner and Protectant

Available: 650ml (125922)

Available: 946ml (109932)

Malco Leather Conditioner

Presta Leather Conditioner

Available: 473ml (134616)

EPIC Leather Coat Interior Protective Creme

Available: 3.78ml (260601)

Malco Leather & Plastic Cleaner
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Leather  &  Plastic  Cleaner  restores  like  new  appearance  to  leather,  plastic  and  vinyl.  This  special 
penetrating  formula  cleans  all  the  way  down  to  the  pores  and  leaves  surfaces  clean  and  film  free. Water 
Based and Body Shop Safe.

Leather  &  Vinyl  Cleaner  is  a  powerful  cleaner  for  vinyl,  plastic  and  leather  that  goes  deep  into  the 
pores  to remove grease and grime, leaving the surface film free.  Water Based and Body Shop Safe.

Clean  &  Shine  Interior  Cleaner  for  leather,  plastic  and  vinyl  is  a  cleaning  liquid  and  dressing  that  powers 
away grease and grime and restores a rich,  satin gloss to interior surfaces without leaving behind any oily  or 
greasy residue. This lemon scented formula is not full of overpowering chemicals and works as a great leather, 
plastic or vinyl cleaner, while shining and protecting in the same step.

Leather Conditioner cleans and conditions all  leather surfaces in one easy step.  This non greasy formula can 
be  used  to  both  remove soils  from leather and to revive tired or hardened leather back to its  original  feel. 
Great leather scent and is safe for use on any colour of leather.

Leather Conditioner cleans and conditions all  leather surfaces in one easy step.  This non greasy formula can 
be  used  to  both  remove soils  from leather and to revive tired or hardened leather back to its  original  feel. 
Great leather scent and is safe for use on any colour of leather.

EPIC  Leather  Coat  is  developed  to  save  your  leather  and  vinyl  from  liquid  spills,  clothing  colour transfer 
and the harsh effects of the sun. This polymer based coating creates a hydrophobic barrier on  most porous 
surfaces.  Liquid  and  food  spills  are  repelled  and  become easier  to  clean  up.  Acts  as  a  moisture  barrier  that 
keeps your leather feeling soft, supple and clean for longer. Water Based.



Available: Aerosol (102920)

Available: Aerosol (103919)

Malco Rubberized Undercoating

Available: Aerosol (117420)

Malco Brake & Parts Wash

Available: Aerosol (110920)

Malco Engine Enamel Semi Gloss Black

Available: Aerosol (116020)

Malco Tire Mounting Paste

Available: 3kg (197607)
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Malco Silicone Spray
Silicone  Spray  is  an  all  purpose  lubricant  with  premium  silicone  polymers.  It  forms  a  thin,  water  tight  
seal  on painted  and  unpainted  metal,  plastic,  rubber,  leather  and  vinyl.  Prevents  corrosion  on  battery  
terminals  and waterproofs cables, hinges, distributor caps and ignition systems.

Penetrating  Oil  frees  rusted  or  frozen fasteners  and  parts,  leaving  behind  a  protective  and  lubricating  layer. 
Formulated with anti  corrosion inhibitors and wetting agents our Penetrating Oil  insures protection to parts 
exposed to the elements.

Malco Penetrating Oil

Rubberized Undercoating deadens sound and protects  underbody areas from moisture,  rust  and fumes.  This 
quick curing undercoating is flexible and paintable and will not brown out. Body Shop Safe

Brake  & Parts  Wash is  a  non chlorinated solvent  cleaner  that  removes  oil,  grease  and brake  dust  and leaves 
surfaces clean and film free. Body Shop Safe.

Engine Enamel provides a flexible, durable finish that protects your engine and improves its aesthetic appeal. 
Once dry, it matches the original factory finish and resists heat up to 190 degrees.

Tire Mounting Paste eases the mouting of car, truck, agricultural and heavy duty construction equipment tyres.



Available: Aerosol (124123)

Available: 650ml (199022) and 3.78ml (199001)

Malco Xtrax Scent Odor Eliminator

Available: 3.78ml (122101)

Malco Cherry Scent Odor Eliminator

Available: 3.78ml (122201)

Available: 3.78ml (122401)

Malco New Car Scent Odor Eliminator

Xtrax Odor Eliminating Fogger contains Ordenone, an odor neutralizing chemical that eliminates smoke and 
other strong odors at their source. Deodorizes up to 6,000 cubic feet. Can  be used for total release fogging or 
spot spraying. Body Shop Safe

Malco Xtrax Odor Eliminating Fogger

Malco Odor Sniper Fragrance Free Odor Eliminator
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New Car Scent Odor Eliminator neutralizes unpleasant odors at their source, leaving behind the  clean, fresh 
new car fragrance. Water Based and Body Shop Safe.

Cherry Scent Odor Eliminator neutralizes unpleasant odors at  their  source,  leaving behind a pleasant cherry 
scent. Water Based and Body Shop Safe.

Xtrax Scent Odor Eliminator neutralizes unpleasant odors at their source, leaving behind the clean, fresh Xtrax
fragrance. Water Based and Body Shop Safe.

Odor  Sniper  Fragrance  Free  Eliminator  attacks  and  chemically  neutralizes  foul  odors  by  penetrating  and 
removing them at their  source.  Great for removing smoke, ammonia,  sulfur,  urine,  body odors and spoiled 
food at the source. Water Based and Body Shop Safe.



Malco Air Freshener - New Leather

Available: Aerosol (124128)

Malco Air Freshener - Citrus Splash

Available: Aerosol (124126)

Malco Air Freshener - Clean Breeze

Malco Air Freshener - Berry Blast

Pacer Emerald Auto Cologne

Available: 5L (FEM5) and 20L (FEM20)

Malco Air Freshener with Ordenone is a unique water based formula that attacks foul odors immediatley upon 
contact and renders them instantly ineffective. Body Shop Safe.

Malco Air Freshener with Ordenone is a unique water based formula that attacks foul odors immediatley upon 
contact and renders them instantly ineffective. Body Shop Safe.

Available: Aerosol (124125)
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Malco Air Freshener with Ordenone is a unique water based formula that attacks foul odors immediatley upon 
contact and renders them instantly ineffective. Body Shop Safe.

Malco Air Freshener with Ordenone is a unique water based formula that attacks foul odors immediatley upon 
contact and renders them instantly ineffective. Body Shop Safe.

Available: Aerosol (124126)

Pacer Emerald Auto Cologne comes from a range of fragrances especially selected for use in motor vehicles.
Designed to freshen interiors with the subtle perfume.



Malco Duplex Heavy Duty Cleaning Wipes

Available: 130 Count (2900130)

Malco Cherry SP Hand Cleaner

Available: 2.25L (123925) and 3.78L (123901)

Malco Coral-P Lotion Hand Cleaner with Pumice

Available: 2.25L (118225)
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Duplex Heavy Duty Cleaning Wipes are  a  versatile  dual  sided wipe with a  textured side for  scrubbing and a 
smooth side for cleaning. Duplex removes grease, grime, oil, tar and ink on hard surfaces and hands. Lanolin 
based formula won't dry out hands. Water Based, Phosphate Free, Ammonia Free and Body Shop Safe.

Cherry SP features biodegradable, eco friendly scrubbers that cut through grease and grime while leaving hands
conditioned and free of harsh smelling oils and films. Cherry Scented

Coral-P  Lotion  Hand  Cleaner  with  Pumice  is  a  powerful  pumice-fortified  hand  cleaner  that  removes  oil, 
grease, tar and dirt. Body Shop Safe.



Available: One Size (810008)

Available: One Size (810010)

Presta Nanoskin Autoscrub Wash Mitt

Available: Fine Grade Blue (8130715) and Medium Grade Yellow (8130714)

Overspray Clay Bars

Available: Grey Light Grade (810055) and Purple Heavy Cut (810056)

Speedy Surface Prep Clay Towel

Available: Medium Grade Yellow (8130713)

Malco Large Wash Mitt

Malco Microfibre Wash Mitt
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The large wash mitt is a one size fits all professional grade wash mitt made from soft, absorbent fibres and is 
ideal for cleaning and polishing cars, RVs, marine and motorcylcles.

The grey microfibre wash mitt  is made of a soft,  absorbent material that provides deep  scrubbing capability 
and is safe on all surfaces.

Nanoskin Autoscub Wash Mitt is a unique design, dual purpose wash mitt that lasts up  to 4 times longer than 
clay bars. Glides on and off easily for a slick finish and if dropped on the shop floor, simply rinse clean.

Clay Bars remove surface impurites and contaminants. High elasticity for impoved performance and durability. 
Grey bar comes with case.

Safely removes overspray, brake dust, rail dust and other contaminants from outer body and glass. 



Doo-All Scrubber

Available: One Size (335)

Malco Wax Applicator Pads

Available: Round (800082) and Square (810011)

Oates Microfibre Cloths

Available: Pack of 10 (MF035VG)

Premium Charcoal Microfibre Cloth

Available: One size (MICROC)

Microfibre Knitted Polishing Cloth

Available: One size (MICROK)

Available: One size (MICROW)

Microfibre XLarge Detailers Cloth

Available: One size (13000CB)

Pacer's Premium Charcoal Microfibre Cloths are 50cm x 50cm, 100% microfibre and machine washable.
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The Doo-All Scrubber safely scrubs bugs off your vehicle's exterior surfaces, leaving windshields, bumpers and
exterior paint clean and ready for finishing touches.

These  soft,  absorbent  wax  applicator  pads  are  ideal  for  a  scratch-free  application  of  wax,  sealant,  glaze  or 
dressing on any automobile, RV, marine vehicle or motorcyle.

Oates Value Green Microfibre Cloths are ideal for commercial use. Use wet or dry with or without chemicals.

Pacer's Microfibre Knitted Cloths are perfect for polishing and cleaning. 40cm x 40cm, 100% microfibre and 
machine washable

Pacer's Microfibre Woven Waffle Cloths are perfect for glass surfaces including  windows and mirrors giving a 
streak and lint free clean. 40cm x 40xm, 100% microfibre and machine washable.

Pacer's Extra Large Microfibre Detailers Cloth is ideal for cleaning, dusting, drying, detailing and wiping just 
about any surface. 50cm x 60cm, 100% microfibre and machine washable. Absorbs upto 7 times its weight in 
moisture.

Microfibre Waffle Woven Glass Cloth



Microcham Chamois

Available: One size (MICROY)

Available: One size (PURPLE CHAMOIS)

Malco Ketchup Bottle with Cap

Available: 355ml (810086)

Zentool ZEN-21E2 Dual Action Polisher

Malco Razor Blades
Malco branded high quality razor blades.

Available: One size (890080)

Foam Pad Conditioning Brush

Wool Buffing Spur
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Purple Double Faced Chamois

Pacer's Microcham 100% microfibre and highly absorbent chamois is 50cm x 68.5cm. Great for car bodywork, 
mirrors, glass, boats, tiles, stainless steel, brass and many other surfaces.  Always  dries  to  original  softness, no
smell  or  bacteria  build  up  and  is extremely durable and will not shrink.

Pacer's Premium Purple Chamois is double faced and perfect for those wanting a high quality cleaning chamois. 
66cm x 43cm.

The polish dispenser bottle is a squeezable plastic container with a tapered tip and cap for use with semi-liquid 
and  liquid  products  that  require  precision  application.  Holds  up  to  355ml  and  made  of  durable,  solvent 
resistant plastic.

Use  this  buffing  spur  to  remove  excess  compound,  dirt  and  debris  from  wool  pads.  The  ergonomically 
designed handle is safe, easy and comfortable to use.

Use this conditioning brush to remove excess product from foam pads, even after it has dried. The stiff bristles
also can remove debris from all types of foam pads, while the ergonomically designed handle is safe, easy and 
comfortable to use.

Available: One size (810007)

Available: 100 per box (800034)

The ZEN21-E2 Dual Action Polisher is one of the latest advancements in machine polishing technology.  With
an  orbit  (throw)  of  21mm,  the  dual  action  polisher  has  evolved  to  become  a  leader  in  efficient  cutting 
power whilst still maintaining the safe operation expected from a DA polisher.
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